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1.1  Overview 
 

Despite predictions by some of the demise of tape storage as a result of competitive pressure 
from disk technology, tape is very much alive and reestablishing its strong identity as a storage 
medium that can provide many benefits, particularly in the context of long-term preservation of 
data.  Tape has been shifting from its historical role of serving as a medium dedicated primarily 
to short-term backup, to a medium that addresses a much broader set of data storage goals, 
including active archive (the most promising segment of market growth), regulatory compliance 
(approximately 20% - 25% of all business data created must be retained to meet compliance 
requirements for a specified and often lengthy period) [1], and disaster recovery, which 
continues in its traditional requirements as a significant use of tape. With the advent of the 
cloud, and the inherent consolidation of data into large systems that cloud storage implies, 
another category for tape applications is emerging: transport – moving data to and from the 
cloud for organizations with large quantities of data.  
  
Recently developed tape storage features, such as encryption, and technologies like LTFS 
(Linear Tape File System) [2, 3], for facilitating file access, increase the suitability and 
attractiveness of tape for these broader aspects of use (that is, beyond backup), including and 
perhaps especially active archive, along with compliance and disaster recovery.  Further, there 
is a gradually growing appreciation in both the storage technology and storage user 
communities that backup and archive applications are not the same: they have different 
objectives and therefore impose different requirements on the storage systems that they utilize. 
  
To make optimal use of tape requires configuring storage systems for various use cases and 
matching the data uses to media type.   Tape’s specific advantages include low acquisition cost, 
low operational costs (power, cooling, and staffing [4, 5, 6]), high data reliability, longevity of 
stored data, data portability, and high streaming rates.  For some data, such as data retained for 
compliance or data in certain scientific computing environments, tape may provide the best 
repository, even as the primary storage target. 
 
An important element of appropriate storage systems configuration is to provide “tiering” that 
distinguishes use categories of data and matches the use to a specific type of storage media. 
This optimizes the price/performance of the system, putting only data that requires fast access 
on the more expensive tiers, and placing data that does not require fast access on the lowest 
cost tier – tape.  Disk can also be used as a buffer to optimize the performance of the system, 
i.e. moving data to disk and then streaming from disk to tape.  The way in which tape is 
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implemented in a tiered storage system is dependent on the function(s) for which the tape is 
used.  The following examples of tape use assume a multi-platform storage architecture that 
includes both disk and tape: 
 

• For backup and recovery tasks, tape has largely migrated to a third tier, using a disk-to-
disk-to-tape architecture. Analyst studies indicate that 95% of data recovery occurs in 
the first two weeks following data creation [7], making disk an ideal short-term storage 
medium, given disk’s random access capabilities.  Tape provides low-cost, high 
reliability storage for data that is less frequently accessed. 
 

• For disaster recovery (DR), tape contains the primary data source, which has been one 
of tape’s traditional uses. DR is typically executed in tiered storage as a tier three 
function.  As above, tape provides low-cost, high-reliability storage for infrequently 
accessed data, and it has the advantage of being highly portable, making it very 
straightforward to keep one copy in a location away from the data center site. Further, 
tape is fast in streaming large quantities of data, making it ideal for disaster recovery – 
which typically requires restoration of a considerable amount of data. 
 

• For active archive – that is, data that has moved from primary disk – the tape copy 
serves as the primary copy. This permits all data to be accessible all the time. Typically 
the data moves to tape as tier 2 or tier 3. This reflects a trend to increase tape’s use for 
nearline retrieval of information that is less actively accessed than the information kept 
on disk. Tape is more reliable than disk, has a much longer archival life, and much lower 
power and cooling requirements. It requires a few minutes of latency in retrieving data – 
two minutes or less, typically, in contemporary tape automation systems. 
 

• For compliance, tape is the medium of choice, along a path through the storage 
hierarchy that includes two tiers of disk before the data moves to tape in a tertiary tier.  
Given tape’s long storage capabilities and high reliability, along with low cost, tape is an 
ideal medium for storing data over the long term to meet compliance objectives. 

 
Tape’s role in the cloud is significant.  From a practical point of view, a copy of all or most data 
stored in the cloud on disk is typically migrated to tape, if only to address incidents that put data 
stored exclusively on disk at risk of loss.  Tape is also used in cloud storage environments to 
address the storage provider cost issues, as tape is less costly than disk in terms of both initial 
capital expenditure and ongoing operating expenditures.  Tape’s low energy usage contributes 
a significant factor to its cost advantage, as well, and one that is growing in importance. 
 
In addition, numerous vertical markets, for which the attributes of tape storage provide an 
excellent fit, are currently developing their archive strategies for data preservation; Examples of 
such markets include media broadcast and entertainment, health care, geologic exploration, 
video surveillance and criminal justice. 
 
Tape technology has continued to advance impressively in the past few years, and despite 
forecasts that tape drive and media revenues and unit shipments may decline somewhat, tape 
is expected to retain a very significant share of worldwide stored data.  As part of the continuing 
digital data creation explosion that is well documented, the amount of data kept on tape is 
expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 45 % from 2010 through 2015 
(Figure 1). 
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The graph shown in Figure 1 is derived from a study performed by the Enterprise Strategy 
Group (ESG) [8] and assumes that at least one copy of the data in the cloud is stored on tape. 
Cloud providers may well choose to store more than a single copy on tape, since they need to 
ensure continuity of operations for their customers, which in best practices mean multiple data 
copies, with at least one copy stored off-line (that is, on tape).  The salient point here is that, 
under any reasonable assumptions, tape is expected to play a major role in cloud storage 
because of its inherent cost advantages. 

Figure 1: Projected Growth of Data Stored on Tape [8]. 

 
Keeping media costs low and continuing to advance tape technology, both in information 
density and data transfer rate, are critical to the future success of tape storage.  Recent 
laboratory demonstrations indicate that tape has the potential to further improve its technology 
by at least an order of magnitude, and unlike disk, is still far from approaching any fundamental 
density limitations [9, 10].  Also, paths to even greater densities on tape, approaching 100 
Gbits/in2, have been discussed and appear promising [11].  However, advancing tape 
technology will require addressing numerous difficult materials and device engineering 
challenges, which will require continuing investment by the tape industry in research and 
development.  The details of these challenges are described in the subsequent sections of this 
report. 
 
In addition to engineering advances in the underlying drive and media hardware technologies, it 
is expected that suppliers of tape storage systems and their automation will continue to address 
user concerns as tape capacities continue to grow. Important aspects include: 
 

• Increasing accessibility of the data on tape – one possibility is to have more 
partitioning/meta-data on tape – so that tape is easier/faster to navigate. 
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• Moving from custom software application tape formats (for example, used by many 
backup applications) to a more generic file system front-end (such as LTFS), so that 
data can be read from tape just as it is from disk. 
 

• Simplifying data migration processes to new generations of technology. 
 
This Applications and Systems report will explore in detail the market trends, the analysis and 
resulting cost advantage of tape in long term data retention, use cases and examples where 
tape is playing a key role, systems capabilities needed to best take advantage of tape, and the 
status of competing technologies. 
 

1.2  Market Trends 
 

When considering market trends that have implications for tape-based storage, or data storage 
in general, it is difficult to do so without first reflecting on the overwhelming expanse of data 
growth itself.  Simply put: data growth continues to be so significant that the future quantities of 
data are nearly incomprehensible when compared to typical units of capacity associated with 
today’s data storage systems.  
 
Some recent studies highlight this phenomenon.  A published study from the University of 
Southern California [12] estimates “the world’s technological capacity to store, communicate, 
and compute information” during the period from 1986 to 2007.  This report does not account for 
uniqueness of information, but rather assumes that all information “has some relevance for 
some individual.” Storage is defined as “the maintenance of information over a considerable 
amount of time for explicit later retrieval…” and the report focuses on the available capacity to 
store information (i.e., not the possible amount of information itself).  The estimated storage 
capacity is also based on “optimally compressed” bytes (i.e., based on the type of information 
and the time period, the most applicable form of compression is assumed). 
 
Figure 2 shows the overall summary from this report.  Several features stand out: in 1986 less 
than 2% of the world’s 2.64 billion MB (or 2.64 EB) of capacity to store information was digital 
while in 2007, 94% of the world’s then 295 billion MB of capacity to store information was digital. 
Another feature is the overall growth of the storage capacity itself, with the more than two orders 
of magnitude expansion representing an astonishing increase of over 11,000%. 
 
Digging deeper into the study data finds that the select subset of hard disk and tape storage 
capacity also exhibits the tremendous storage capacity growth, as shown in Figure 3.   For 2007 
alone, the authors calculate that the portions of the world’s stored data capacity on all types of 
hard disk and on digital tape were 52% and 11%, respectively. 
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Figure 2: The World’s Technological Installed Capacity to Store Information [12]. 
 

      
 

 

Figure 3: The World’s Technological Installed Capacity to Store Information – Subset (in MB) [12]. 
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A study by IDC, sponsored by EMC and published in May 2010, forecasts that from 2009 to 
2020 the total accumulated amount of digital information created and replicated will grow by a 
factor of 44, leading to an amount of data in 2020 of 35 ZB (1 ZB = 1021 bytes, or a trillion 
gigabytes) [13].  
 
Furthermore, the report projects that over that period there will be a growing gap between the 
amount of digital information created and the digital storage available to contain that 
information, with the available storage only sufficient to cover less than half of the information 
(see Figure 4).  
  

Figure 4: The Emerging Gap between Digital Information and Available Digital Storage [13]. 

 
Although some may fault the study in Reference 13 because it ignores the University of 
California’s original findings that “the vast preponderance of digital data creation did not fall 
under the domain of business,” [14] it nevertheless is clear that data growth continues 
unchecked. 
 
Figure 5 shows an estimated digital archive capacity projection from the Enterprise Strategy 
Group (ESG), which depicts an approximate 20-fold increase from 2008 through 2015, ending 
with about 303,000 PB of digital archive capacity [15].  
 
While these reports vary in their estimates and projections (e.g., IDC’s 2015 estimate puts 
digital storage capacity somewhere between 5,000,000 and 10,000,000 PB, while ESG’s 2015 
estimate for digital archive capacity at only 303,000 PB), the overall theme seems clear: we are 
dealing with data growth that nearly defies comprehension. 
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Figure 5: Worldwide Digital Archive Capacity, 2008-2015 [15]. 
 

 
But beyond raw quantity in the amount of data growth, another striking aspect from these 
studies is that the rate of data growth seems to accelerate beyond prior estimates.  For 
example, when comparing Figure 5 to the same estimate that was done in 2007 [16] (see Figure 
6), we note that the 2010 “actual” capacity (i.e., 33,217 PB) exceeded that of the estimate done 
in 2007 (i.e., about 27,000 PB) by about 23%.  Similarly for 2009 (about 50% more in actual 
over earlier forecast) and 2008 (about 88% more in actual over earlier forecast), suggesting that 
the rate of growth during 2008 to 2010 was at a much quicker pace than anticipated, 
notwithstanding those years having been a difficult period for most economies worldwide.  If 
true, then the projections out past 2011 may already be noticeably undersized, meaning the 
tremendous data capacities may be coming much sooner. 
 

Figure 6: Worldwide Digital Archive Capacity, 2006-2010 [16]. 
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The data storage process and the choice of its underlying technologies must consider three 
distinct objectives: (1) short-term backup/restore, (2) longer-term retention/preservation/ 
retrieval, and (3) disaster recovery.  As a result, these data storage objectives have different 
requirements for how the stored data is used and managed.  For example, in the context of 
backup/restore, Figure 7 shows that a recent survey done by ESG found that among the 510 
respondents, 95% of them indicated their restored data is typically less than two weeks old, and 
over half (58%) indicated that their restored data is no older than two days [7]. 
 

Figure 7: Typical Age of Recovered Data [7]. 
 
 
Further, according to results from the same survey, nearly three quarters (73%) of backup data 
is being retained on disk for six months or less before either being expired or transitioned for 
long-term retention (see Figure 8).  So although 95% of the restore requests from that data 
occur when the data is less than two weeks old, 68% of the respondents retain their backup 
data for one month or longer, including 20% who retain the data for more than a year.   
Apparently, this long retention of data is occurring not because of necessity, but because it has 
become convenient.  In fact, as ESG points out in their two-year earlier survey, 66% of the 
respondents in 2008 retained backup data on disk for only one week, suggesting that more 
cost-effective disk-based backup technologies such as data deduplication have since enabled 
the longer retention time on disk. 
 
This type of retention is actually more of an archive use case than it is backup.  Many customers 
don’t have a formal architecture for archive, and they rely on keeping old backups as their 
archive solution.  It is also worth noting that, while deduplication was initially developed 
exclusively for backups, there are some instances where it is now also being used to reduce 
primary data for storage; however, the time required to “rehydrate” the data before an 
application can use it may make this practice unacceptable for many environments.   
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Figure 8: Retention Duration of Backup Data. (Note that this survey population was limited to firms looking to 
replace tape with disk, and therefore the results are likely not representative of the full spectrum of IT 
managers) [7]. 
 
The ability to write data to disk or to tape is a function of the software application, and 
sometimes also the network configuration, used to prepare and manage the data stream.  
Applications developed for short-term backup have recently emphasized disk as their target 
storage device.  On the other hand, applications specifically developed for archival preservation 
of data include tape storage as a supported target, and are therefore able to make good use of 
tape’s inherent advantages for archival storage. 
 
Poor data and disk management practices likely also contribute to this retention of data on disk. 
Studies show that about 30% of the data stored on disk is appropriate, while “about 40 percent 
of the data is inert…15 percent is allocated but unused; and 10 percent is orphaned, meaning 
the owners of the data are no longer with the organization; and 5 percent is inappropriate” [17].  
These findings are depicted graphically in Figure 9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9: Usage of Disk for Data Storage of Various Data Categories [17]. 
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Because disk technology involves random access and can easily deal with small-sized files or 
datasets, it can potentially free up and recover unused storage capacity more easily than tape 
can, as the retention periods for backup data expire.  However, if deduplication is being used, 
many if not all of those blocks or segments in the deduplicated backup image may also be part 
of another image, so little or no physical space may actually be freed up upon the backup 
expiration.  Because tape involves sequential access, all images on a backup tape must expire 
before the tape can be reused, so small increments of capacity cannot be dynamically 
recovered.  For archival purposes or long term storage, this will not be a significant detriment, 
as data will be retained for such a long period of time, that customers would probably not elect 
to reuse older media with much slower data transfer rates and capacities. 

Solutions for backup/restore tend to be optimized for performance (i.e., to accomplish the 
backup of a large volume of data as quickly as possible within an allotted “backup window”; 
when a restore is needed, it is needed as quickly as possible).  The survey results presented 
above suggest that if the only data storage objective is to address very short term data 
protection needs (e.g., unintentional loss of data from a current working set), then a disk-based 
solution may be favored.  One could perhaps think of these disk solutions more as “data 
restore” solutions than “data backup” solutions. 

The adoption of disk-based backup/restore solutions, along with shifts in the use of tape, seems 
to corroborate this approach. shows that worldwide, around 70% of companies are either 
reducing their use of tape or are no longer using tape, based on a survey done by IDC in 2010 
(Figure 10) [18].  Further, the survey results appear to suggest that smaller companies (fewer 
than 1,000 employees) are able to shift their use of tape to disk more quickly than larger 
companies (more than 1,000 employees), based on a relative higher percentage of “no longer 
using tape” responses.  It is also likely that the larger companies are reducing their tape by 
implementing a tiered disk and tape solution for backup, but not moving off tape completely as 
they have very large amounts of archive data (recall the comment above that many customers 
use their backup application for archive, i.e. keep old backups as their archive solution). 

Figure 11 shows more directly the adoption of disk-based backup solutions over a recent period 
of time (2008 to 2010) based on the survey done by ESG [7].  Here, there was a noticeable 
decline in backup directly to tape (33% down to 20%, or about a 39% decrease), yet that 
decrease appears to have resulted in a corresponding increased split between backup to disk 
only (29% increase) and backup to disk and tape (17% increase).  Note that the most common 
(62%) solution incorporates both disk and tape and that segment is growing.  This suggests that 
in many instances, disk is being added to the data backup solution (perhaps as a means to 
address the “data restore” aspect, as noted above), and to optimize the use of tape drives by 
providing a buffer to enable streaming to tape), rather than as a direct replacement for tape, 
allowing tape to continue to satisfy other critical aspects of data protection (e.g., long-term). 
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Figure 10:  Impact of Disk-Based Backup.  (Note that this survey population consisted of respondents who 
were either familiar with or directly responsible for their company's disk-based data protection solutions, and 
therefore the results are likely not representative of the full spectrum of IT managers) [18]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11: Data Backup Processes [7]. 
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Another recent study by ESG [19] states that “more than 82% of organizations still use tape to 
support all or a portion of onsite backup processes.”  This corresponds to the data in Figure 11 
showing that 82% of sites use tape in their backup operations. 
 
Taking all the above information into perspective, there seems to be a consensus building  that 
the disk-AND-tape model is the most successful methodology for data protection, rather than 
tape-only or disk-only. According to a study by the Fleischman-Hillard group,  “68-percent of the 
current disk-only users plan to start using tape for long-term archiving, and over half (58-
percent) plan to add tape for short-term data protection” [20].    
 
Per the previous observation that data is being retained longer on disk than is typically needed 
for the likelihood to be restored, one possibility is that data deduplication is enabling this 
extended retention period.  Where retention on disk had been a week or less, the retention 
duration has climbed towards six months.  In backup environments, many data deduplication 
solutions claim data reduction ratios of 10:1, 20:1 or more; e.g., ESG found that 56% of 
respondents to their survey were seeing 10:1 to 20:1 data reduction [7].  It is interesting to note 
that a 26:1 data reduction ratio would permit a shift in on-disk retention from one week to six 
months using the same storage capacity, so it seems plausible that data deduplication has been 
a contributing factor to the longer retention of backup data on disk.  In this regard, the attraction 
to and adoption of data deduplication solutions for data backup/restore is understandable, and 
is supported by the market trend information. 
 
For example, Figure 12 shows that in only two years (from 2008 to 2010), there was over a 
three-fold increase in the use of data deduplication [7].  And in 2008 over half the respondents 
either had no plans of using data deduplication or they were not familiar with it, but by 2010 over 
three quarters were already using or planning to use it.  Clearly, data deduplication adoption has 
been prominent and represents a major shift in the data storage landscape in recent years. 
Backup data that has aged beyond the likelihood of restore need (i.e., greater than two weeks), 
or data that represents different business value other than restore (which could include a portion 
of backup data) may be candidates for long-term retention.  This type of data has a lifecycle that 
is expressed in years (if not decades) and as a consequence, favors data storage other than 
disk-only, including use of tape. 
 
For this type of longer-term retention, the use case of the data is also different.  The data often 
represents the primary copy of that information (although it may be backed up itself for 
protection from disaster), and as such, is not ‘restored’ per se, but is retrieved or accessed 
because of its intrinsic content needed for processing or other use (e.g., legal discovery, return 
to a project, mine for information, etc.).  This type of use may be optimized for capacity, cost, 
and density, and be more flexible for performance.  It also highlights what many customers 
know: just keeping old backups isn’t the right answer as it is much harder to find the content, 
searching through old backups, than it is to retrieve it from a solution that has a file system to 
enable search and retrieval. 
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Figure 12: Use of Data Deduplication Solutions [7]. 
 
 
A common term often used to refer to longer-term data retention is archive, but the term archive 
itself can mean different things to different people. As the term archive has been finding 
increasing use in the context of tape storage applications, it is important to have a definition of 
its scope and meaning, compared to other applications, such as backup.  In fact, several 
authors have attempted to draw the distinction between archive and other functions, as 
illustrated in Tables 1-3.  Table 1 shows a comparison of backup to archive, per ESG [21]. 
 
Table 1:  Comparison of Backup and Archive [21]. 
 

Backup Archive 
Copies data for protection Moves data from the disk to another media for longer 

term storage 
Supports operations and data 
recovery 

Supports business and compliance 

Supports availability Supports operational efficiencies 
Shorter-term storage Long-term storage 
Data typically overwritten Data typically secure, not overwritten 
Poor solution for regulatory 
compliance 

Ideal solution for regulatory compliance 

No historic relevance For historic information purposes 
Difficult to search Easier to search 
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Table 2 takes a similar approach, but with a slightly different perspective and meaning [22]:     
 
 
Table 2:  Backup and Archiving at a Glance [22]. 

 
In a later section of this report, Table 3 compares not only backup with archive, but also 
distinguishes those functions from other forms and reasons for long-term data retention, namely 
regulatory compliance and disaster recovery. 
 
Regardless of the detailed differences among these various assessments of archive, they do 
share at least one thing in common: archive is not backup, and furthermore, archive does have 
characteristics and requirements for which tape provides significant advantages over disk. 
 
As the meaning of archive continues to evolve and become more refined, there’s also been an 
acknowledgement in the market that tape “still makes sense” in certain uses; that it’s more 
about striking a balance between the use of disk and the use of tape than about the complete 
displacement of tape with disk.  Again, this is seen in the increase in combined use of both disk 
and tape for backup, as shown in Figure 11, but also is evident in the tone and commentary 
within the market – with recent examples including: 
 

• “Have we put tape out to pasture too soon?” – an article by W. Curtis Preston, where he 
posits that tape is effective for long-term archive and offsite storage, complementing disk 
as part of a data protection strategy [23]. 
 

• “The Hot New Storage Technology for 2011 is…Tape?” – a white paper published by the 
Data Mobility Group that highlights the applicability and relevance of tape for archiving, 
and that tape’s importance will increase in the coming years [2]. 
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• “Tales from the storage frontier: What's next for flash, disk and tape” – an article by Chris 
Mellor where he points out that “Tape's cost/GB stored blows disk away. Tape's 
reliability, with today's media and pre-emptive media integrity-checking library software is 
far higher than disk.  Tape cartridges don't crash.  Tape cartridges aren't spinning all the 
time, drawing electricity constantly, vibrating themselves slowly to death, generating heat 
that has to be chilled, and most importantly are not always online, always susceptible to 
lightning-quick data over-writing by dud data or file deletion” [24].  

 
Another possible consequence of the overall increase of archive capacity (see Figure 5) is that 
since archive data itself needs to be protected, even if it already resides on tape, one or more 
copies of the archived data may be made.  And if the data is already on tape, then it seems 
likely that the protection copies would also reside on tape, which may in turn amplify the use of 
tape associated with archives. 
 
And within the overall increase of archive capacity (see Figure 5), tape is seen to benefit along 
with that growth, rather than to decline. Figure 13 shows a forecast of the worldwide digital 
archive capacity on tape [25], which estimates an increase in tape archive capacity exhibiting a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 45%.   
 
As data growth outstrips customers’ IT budgets, the need to be efficient has never been 
stronger.  A recent study [26] showed a typical increase in IT budgets of slightly less than 
2%/year in the midst of the high data growth rates cited above by IDC and ESG. 
 
While this astonishing level of growth for storage on tape is certainly an encouraging market 
trend, it is somewhat tempered by an estimated mild overall decline in share of the 
corresponding total business oriented (enterprise and small/medium business) digital archive 
capacity (see Figure 14).  The 2010 estimate results in tape having about 38% of the total 
archive capacity, while by 2015 that share is projected to erode to 27%, even though the tape-
based archive capacity itself increased over six-fold in that same five year period.  Tape clearly 
is a ship lifted by the rising data creation tide.  
 
So why wouldn’t tape use also grow with the rising tide?  Many of the forecasts are influenced 
by past trends during which tape faced an issue in archive – ease of use.  The previously 
existing non-standard application formats did not allow customers to easily find their data.  
However, the advent and improvement of tiered storage software that supports both disk and 
tape, presenting a file system image to the user, such as the new LTFS format, presents an 
opportunity for tape to grow its share of archive. 
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Figure 13: Total Worldwide Digital Archive Capacity on Tape 2010-2015 [21, 25]. 
 
 

 

Figure 14: Total Worldwide Digital Archive Capacity by Media Type.  Note that the capacity shown is for 
business oriented storage, i.e., as available in enterprise and small/medium businesses) [25]. 
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One might think that with the apparent opportunity in the overall growth of data, and the growth 
of archive – and particularly the use of tape for archive, that the projected decline of tape use 
may be abated, and that the decline in the use of tape could be offset by the projected increase 
in long-term retention uses.  This appears not to have been the case for the recent few years.   
The forecasts available in 2008 and referenced in INSIC’s previous tape roadmap, projected 
2010 levels of drive revenues and shipments that have turned out to be optimistic, i.e. the actual 
revenues and shipments were at 66% and 73%, respectively, of the earlier forecasts [27].  
 
However, the economic downturn that began in 2008 and worsened in 2009 may have been an 
overarching contributor.  Recent forecasts extending out to 2015 show a relative potential 
improvement for tape, and the rate of decline either flattening, or in some cases showing growth 
[27].  This improvement may be due to general economic recovery, and/or the growth factors 
noted above (i.e., data growth, archive growth). 
 
For example, the INSIC 2008 International Magnetic Tape Storage Roadmap report [28] stated 
“The worldwide tape drive forecast through 2011 calls for a -7.5% compound annual growth rate 
(CAGR) in market value to $1.2 billion and shipment volume showing a -11.6% CAGR, totaling 
773,000.”  Comparing this with the current forecasts [27] shown in Figure 15 (revenue) and 
Figure 16 (shipments), we see instead that the revised 2011 total revenue is around $800 
million, representing an outlook reduced by one third.  Similarly, the revised 2011 total 
shipments are around 560,000, representing an outlook reduced by about 28%.  Based on 
these recent forecasts, the tape drive revenue and shipments from 2008 to 2011 experienced 
steeper average annual declines of 17.2% and 17.4%, respectively, compared to the earlier 
predicted annual declines of 7.5% and 11.6%.  However, going forward, the declines from 2011 
to 2015 are forecast to be more moderate, with CAGRs of -9.3% and -6.6% for drive revenue 
and units, respectively. 
 
The forecasts cited in [28] were based on data available prior to the economic downturn in 2008 
and 2009.  Evidence in the current forecast for the effect of the downturn can be seen in Figure 
15 and Figure 16, most prominently in the midrange segment.  The total decline for all segments 
from this period alone is about 30%, for both revenue and shipments.  Also seen is an 
immediate leveling off (and a little recovery) in the midrange segment for both revenue and 
shipments after 2009. 
 
In contrast to the steep decline in tape drive revenue and shipments, hard disk drive revenues 
declined about 9% during the economic downturn and shipments maintained a modest growth 
of 3% from 2008 to 2009 and rebounded with 17% growth from 2009 to 2010 [29].  Going 
forward from 2010 to 2015, compared to the relatively flat behavior forecast for tape, both 
revenue and shipments of hard drives are expected to experience annual growth of about 7.7% 
over this period. 
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Figure 15: IDC Worldwide Tape Drive Revenue [Reference 27]. 

Figure 16: IDC Worldwide Tape Drive Shipments [27]. 
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For automation, the INSIC 2008 International Magnetic Tape Storage Roadmap report [28] 
stated “IDC expects worldwide tape automation shipments will show a -3.2% CAGR, totaling 
113,900 units in 2012, while market value is expected to show a -5.9% CAGR through 2012, 
totaling $1.3 billion.”  Comparing this with the current forecasts [30] shown in Figure 17 
(revenue) and Figure 18 (shipments), we see instead that the revised 2012 total revenue is 
around $1 billion, and the revised 2012 total shipments are around 88,000, representing for both 
revenue and shipments an outlook reduced by about 23%.  Based on these recent forecasts, 
the automation revenues and shipments from 2008 to 2012 experienced steeper average 
annual declines of 10.5% and 6.8%, respectively, compared to the earlier predicted annual 
declines of 5.9% and 3.2%.  However, going forward, the declines from 2012 to 2015 are 
forecast to be more moderate, with nearly flat CAGRs of -0.6% and -1.8% for automation 
revenues and shipments, respectively. 
 
Again, a steeper decline can be seen in the 2008-2009 period than in preceding periods, 
followed by an immediate leveling off, along with some recovery (most notably in the medium 
and large library segments). 
 
Figure 17 and Figure 18 also project that tape automation will not decline to the extent tape 
drives will, and in the medium and large library segments, is actually expected to experience 
some growth.  This may be a reflection of the anticipated growth in long term retention uses, 
where expanding capacity is needed for retaining the data, but fewer resources (i.e., tape 
drives) are needed to access the data.  Furthermore, the forecast may also reflect that disk-
based backup/restore solutions have become more effective for use within the smaller capacity 
segments, while tape use is shifting to consolidated (and thus larger) long-term retention use. 
 
The total cost of ownership (TCO) is very often of paramount importance in decisions to 
implement a given storage solution.  For the case of both large and small tape libraries, if one 
assumes the initial configuration provides room for growth, then the incremental costs for adding 
storage components, such as media, are largely linear.  As a result, media cost per GB is an 
important parameter.  Figure 19 shows that the weighted average price/GB of all relevant 
midrange and enterprise class tape media products has a history of declining at about 24% 
annually and this trend is projected to continue [31].  
 
In order for tape to maintain its long-term viability, continued improvement in tape media cost is 
important.  As an example, the LTO roadmap has successfully launched new generations of 
media every 2 or 3 years with a doubling of the capacity.  Over the life of each generation, the 
price of the media erodes to approximately one-half to one-third of the original price.  Based on 
history and the attractiveness of doubling the capacity, the shipments of the newest generation 
begins to grow significantly after its price falls below a threshold of about twice that of the 
previous generation.  Below that threshold, the newest generation offers a significant $/GB 
advantage.  Data center formats are now following a similar trend in launching new generations 
approximately every two years with double the capacity of the previous generation.  
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Figure 17: IDC Worldwide Tape Automation Revenue [Reference 30]. 
 

Figure 18: IDC Worldwide Tape Automation Shipments [30]. 
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Figure 19:  Weighted Average Price/GB of Tape Media, in Terms of Native Capacity [31]. 

 
 
At the time of this writing (mid-2011), LTO-4 (which was launched in Q207, with 800 GB native 
capacity) is currently approaching $0.03/GB.  The most recent generation, LTO-5, which 
launched in Q210, is at approximately $0.04/GB but declining rapidly and is projected to 
approach $0.02/GB in 1-2 years. 
 
The scenario described above is important in the context of development methodologies for 
future generation tape cartridges with much higher capacities.  Historically, as each format 
launches its next generation media, it has been able to maintain a similar launch cost per 
cartridge as it did for the previous generation, thus improving the $/GB value proposition.  There 
are several approaches to doubling the capacity.  The most common techniques are 
evolutionary: increasing both bit and track density by using smaller magnetic particles, improved 
head-to-tape spacing and tighter design and environmental tolerances on the media and heads.  
As long as the media material suppliers (especially the base film and particle suppliers) can 
improve performance without significant increases in price, this evolutionary improvement 
approach can be sustained.   
 
One factor putting upward pressure on cartridge costs is the decline of manufacturing volumes.  
Unit shipments have decreased by more than 50% since 2004, and are projected to continue to 
decrease, albeit at a more moderate rate, through 2015.  Another risk to continued $/GB 
progress is becoming apparent in the potential increasing cost of the base substrate film.  In the 
latest generation products, the fraction of the media cost attributed to the base film has risen 
and is approaching 20-30% of total media cost.  If new families of base film materials, such as 
aromatic polyamide, are required to provide necessary future media performance, the ability to 
maintain nearly constant manufacturing cost for the media would be threatened, as these films 
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can cost 10-15X that of traditional substrates, such as polyethylene naphthalate (PEN).  For 
large library and archival applications, the system cost to the customer will be strongly 
influenced by the media cost.  Therefore, it is critical that we explore enhanced drive 
technologies (e.g., servo format, channel) as important paths for achieving the required future 
capacity improvements. 
 
As has been the case discussed above for tape drives and tape automation, the revenues and 
unit shipments of tape media have also declined in recent years, as shown in Figures 20 and 
21.  Since the publication of the INSIC 2008 International Magnetic Tape Storage Roadmap, the 
LTO midrange products have continued to gain share and in 2010 accounted for about two 
thirds of the overall tape media market revenue and more than three fourths of the media units 
shipped.  The remainder of the market is composed primarily of enterprise class (data center) 
tape, namely IBM’s TS11xx family and Oracle’s T10000 format, plus a dwindling presence of 
entry level products.  Entry level tape has declined to the point of being irrelevant in the tape 
media price discussion.  As shown in Figures 20 and 21, tape media revenue and shipments 
are expected to be nearly flat or slightly declining for the next 5 years [31].  Specifically, the LTO 
Midrange market will average approximately $700M annually while the data center or enterprise 
media market will be approximately $250M annually.  This revenue division does not reflect the 
dominant position of LTO in unit market share, which is forecast to comprise 85% to 90% of 
media units shipped [32].  As a result, the overall cost per GB will be heavily influenced by LTO 
and to a lesser extent by the TS11xx and T10000 segment. 
 

  
Figure 20:  Tape Media Revenue Projections [31]. 
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Figure 21:  Tape Media Unit Shipment Projections [31]. 
 
 
An interesting question to explore is whether, given tape’s ongoing shift from being 
predominantly a backup and restore technology to being primarily an archival preservation and 
retrieval one, can we expect the relative mix to change regarding the number of tape drives and 
tape media deployed?  We have used the data presented in Figures 16 and 21 to calculate the 
media cartridge to tape drive ratio history and forecast from 2005 to 2015.  The results are 
displayed in Figure 22.  We see that there has been a noticeable increase in the media to drive 
ratio, by about 45%, during the 2007 to 2009 period.  This seems to match the timing when a 
significant increase in the use of disk with deduplication technology for backup occurred (see 
Figure 12).  Also interesting is the historical trend and forecast of a leveling off of the ratio from 
2009 through 2012, followed by the prediction that the ratio will again rise, by another 19%, from 
2012 through 2015.  Overall then, for the time period shown in Figure 22, the media to drive mix 
will increase from 39.17 to 65.89, or by about 68%. 
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Figure 22: Historical Trend and Forecast for the Ratio of Tape Media Cartridges to Tape Drives from 2005 to 
2015.  (Calculated from the data in Figures 16 and 21) [27, 31]. 

 
1.3  Tape’s Cost and Energy Consumption Advantages for 
Long-Term Data Retention  
 

While a key principle guiding data backup practices is speed of restore, suiting a disk-and-tape 
model, longer term data retention requires a combination of high reliability, long life of the stored 
data, and low cost. Tape fits these requirements perfectly. 
 
Tape provides multiple advantages for data to be retained for any period longer than a few 
months. The advantages of tape include: 
 

• Low acquisition cost and low operation expenses, in part due to low or no energy use 
• Long shelf life of up to and perhaps beyond 30 years 
• High data reliability that exceeds that of SATA disk by orders of magnitude 
• High transfer speed that exceeds those of SATA disk 

 
With cost as a driving force behind IT investments, tape storage is preferred because of its 
significant cost advantages compared to long-term storage on disk. This, coupled with the 
technical attributes of long shelf-life and extremely high data reliability, make tape an excellent 
fit for long-term data storage. 
 
In this section we report the results of two analytical studies that assess and compare the 
acquisition price and total cost of ownership of disk and tape systems configured to be suitable 
for long-term data retention.  One study (called the INSIC study) is based on a model deployed 
by one of the contributors to this roadmap report [33], and the other has been published by the 
Clipper Group [5].  Both analyses come out with the result that, for archival purposes, tape 
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system costs are lower than disk system costs by a large factor (between 4 and 15, depending 
on the details of the analysis).  Further, both analyses reach the striking conclusion that, over 
the time periods considered, the energy cost alone for the disk storage system exceeds the 
entire total cost of the tape storage system, including the tape system’s equipment and media 
acquisition, maintenance, floor space and energy! 

 
1.3.1  Tape Storage Price Projections (INSIC Study) 
 

Although some tape processing systems use a single tape drive and one or several tape 
cartridges, the vast majority of tape storage is automated and involves use of many cartridges. 
The majority of data centers today have installed a tape storage system using dozens to 
thousands of tape cartridges housed inside a tape library, which contains a series of slots or 
“shelves” for individual cartridges and mounting space for many tape drives.  A mechanical 
robot, under control of tape backup or archival software selects which tape cartridge to mount 
into a tape drive. In order to develop an accurate estimate of the total cost of tape storage, we 
must consider the price of the complete tape library system, including the library with its robotics 
and cartridge slots, the tape drives and the tape media cartridges. 
 
The price of the library is included because, fundamentally, we are attempting to compare the 
prices of different technologies for storing and accessing data that must be readily available to 
the customers’ applications, without human intervention.  For disk, this is the price of an external 
disk storage system that is connected typically via Fibre Channel or SAS (Serial Attached SCSI) 
channels to an application server.  The price of a tape library system can be logically compared 
to the price of a disk-based storage system, as they are both providing information to a server.  
While automated libraries add cost to the total tape storage system, they are essential to most 
enterprise and midrange customer tape operations, and incorporating this element of the 
storage hierarchy renders the most meaningful price comparison to disk.  For the typical tape 
library price, we used the average price for the “Midrange” medium-sized library (101-500 
cartridge capacity) from the IDC Worldwide Tape Drive 2011-2015 Forecast and Analysis [27] 
and the IDC Worldwide Tape Automation 2011-2015 Forecast and Analysis [30]. 
 
There is a wide range of important variables in developing an estimate of the cost of tape 
storage.  For example, the number of tape cartridges per drive can vary widely from one 
customer or application to another.  It’s not unusual to find customer tape environments with a 
ratio of hundreds or thousands of tape cartridges per single tape drive.  It’s also possible to find 
customers that have as few as seven tape cartridges per drive (one for each daily backup 
cycle).  Another characteristic that can vary widely is the number of tape drives per tape library.  
Some customers may have a monthly or annual peak workload that may require many tape 
drives reading or writing simultaneously, which can result in a large number of tape drives in 
their libraries.  Other customers, with the same number of tape cartridges, may find that they 
have smaller peaks of activity and, hence, require fewer tape drives. 
 
To develop a price projection for tape storage, we have made some reasonable and typical 
estimates of these ratios in order to derive a $/GB for tape storage that we can use to compare 
to the disk storage system $/GB provided by IDC [34].  We have assumed 50 pieces of media 
per tape drive and four LTO-5 tape drives per library.  These figures have been held constant 
over the forecast period.  Six percent annual price erosion for the entire subsystem was used, 
which is consistent with IDC projections in [27] and [30]. 
 
We’ve assumed a standard, medium-sized tape library configuration, as described above.   
Further, for the purposes of getting an industry view of price trends, we assume that a typical 
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customer needs to store 500 TB of data and that the customer’s storage needs grow at roughly 
the same growth rate as the cartridge capacity.  This limits the variation in $/GB due to changes 
in the library configuration.  In 2010, the midrange market was dominated by the LTO format, 
and the latest generation of LTO cartridges provided a capacity of 1.5 TB (native).  Such 
cartridges were widely available from suppliers such as Dell and Oracle, in addition to the LTO 
Consortium providers Hewlett-Packard, Quantum and IBM.  Only LTO-5 1.5 TB cartridges are 
used in this analysis.  Next, we must make an assumption regarding the compressibility of the 
data.  A compression factor of 2:1 tends to be an industry standard figure and the LTO 
Consortium also uses it.  We have used this figure in our analysis.  However, with the advent of 
disk appliances that may compress primary storage, it is necessary to compare native storage 
capacities as well, so both compressed and uncompressed (native) tape storage prices are 
estimated. 
 
Pricing in a dynamic environment is always a challenge.  The industry disk price figures 
generated by IDC are street prices, by the nature of the way they are calculated.  As a result, it 
is important to compare them to estimates of street prices of tape library systems.  Therefore, 
we have estimated a competitive tape library price, including drives, based on IDC’s Worldwide 
Tape Automation 2011-2015 Forecast and Analysis [30].  We believe that our estimates are 
reasonable.  They are not list price, and they are not low. 
 
A key component of tape storage is the tape medium and its price.  Media prices fluctuate 
considerably based on the product life cycle of the tape cartridge.  Early in the product life cycle, 
prices tend to be at a premium; later they fall considerably as the volumes of the cartridge 
increase and secondary suppliers enter the market.  Rather than attempt to account for these 
effects in detail, in our modeling we have kept media cartridge prices constant at $100/cartridge, 
leaving cartridge capacity as the only variable.  A price of $100/cartridge is close to an average 
list price, and “street” pricing is typically 40-50% lower; therefore, our results will tend to be on 
the conservative side, i.e., they will predict that the cost of the tape system is a bit higher than it 
actually is. 
 
The tape system cost results presented here were for a library with a total capacity of 707 TB.  
One of the findings of our study is that the $/GB prices for tape storage are highly scalable and 
decrease as the volume of data to be stored increases.  For very large amounts of data, the 
$/GB price approaches the price of the media.  To capture this “very large library” aspect, we 
also plot results for a raw $/GB media price.   
 
Given all the above, we are limiting the analysis to the capacity increase of a media cartridge.  
We are projecting that this rate will be 40% per year through the forecast period, consistent with 
the goals in the technology sections of this roadmap.  To eliminate potential configuration 
complexities, we have also assumed that the tape library capacity requirements have grown at 
this same rate.  This allows us to hold the number of tape cartridges, and tape drives, constant 
during this period.   
 
The resulting tape storage price projections are shown in Figure 23.  Overall, we see that our 
projections for the next several years are that the price/GB of tape library systems will maintain 
its advantage vs. disk systems, by ~8X vs. traditional disk and by ~4X vs. capacity optimized 
disk, based on native tape capacity.  We take “traditional disk” to mean performance-optimized 
disk drives and “capacity optimized disk” to mean high-capacity low-price-per-GB disk drives, 
and, as used by IDC in [29], and we make no assumption that deduplication techniques are 
used for the data on disk.  Note that the lowest curve in Figure 23, for tape media alone, was 
calculated assuming a 2:1 compression factor.   
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Figure 23:  Price Projection per GB Comparison for Disk and Tape Storage.  (The tape media curve is plotted 
assuming 2:1 compression) [27, 30, 33, 34] 
 

This same methodology was used in the 2008 INSIC Tape Roadmap.  We have compared the 
2008 projections with actual price/GB history.  The results are shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24:  Comparison of 2008 Projections with Actual Storage System Price History for 2008 to 2010 [27, 
28, 30, 33, 34]. 
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In comparing the projected system costs from the 2008 report to the 2010 actual line for 2008 
through 2010, the actual average market price was higher than projected for both disk and tape, 
though the tape costs tracked more closely to the projections (within ~7%). 
 
In 2010 LTO generation 5 drives and cartridges were introduced, and their $/GB was consistent 
with the then current market entry price and again, slightly above what was forecast for 2010 in 
our 2008 study. During this period, tape has continued to keep pace with the expected and 
actual year to year $/GB price improvement of disk, despite the continued dramatic economy of 
scale in the disk industry driven by the increasing use of low cost disk for applications such as 
personal systems backup, laptop storage, short-term backup in the data center, as well as in 
consumer electronics applications. Other than the secondary effect of decreasing the number of 
tape hardware and cartridge volumes produced, this analysis does not take into account the 
increased adoption of deduplicating virtual (disk-based) tape libraries for backup. While the 
quantitative savings achievable with deduplication are sensitively dependent on data type, 
deduplication generally narrows the $/GB gap between tape and disk storage for backup and 
restore applications. For archival storage, however, the $/GB gap between tape and disk 
remains at its level without deduplication, since only one instance of data exists in an archive 
and therefore deduplication is not generally applicable.  In order to continue to maintain the 
pricing gap to disk, manufacturers of both tape hardware and tape media will need to continue 
to aggressively manage costs and find new opportunities for tape that will not only make up for 
the volume loss due to the shift to virtual tape libraries, but will significantly increase 
manufacturing volumes for both hardware and media. 
 
For large data center library implementations, the total cost of ownership is heavily influenced 
by the cost of the tape media.  Recent trends and future projections for tape media pricing were 
discussed in the Market Trends section.  As pointed out there, the outlook for continuing 
improvement in tape media price/GB is strongly dependent on the industry’s ability to improve 
both drive and media technology.  The potential for such improvements are described in detail 
in the following sections of this report. 
 
Media cost/GB is one of several constantly improving parameters of tape storage (other 
improving costs include power/cooling, hardware, software, maintenance, etc).  Figure 19 in the 
Market Trends section of this report showed the weighted average cost/GB of all relevant 
midrange and enterprise tape media products continuing to improve at about 24% annually.  
Note that Figure 19 is plotted for native capacity while the tape media curve in Figure 23 is 
based on capacity with 2:1 compression.  LTO-5 at 1.5 TB native capacity, which was launched 
in Q2 2010, is currently at about $0.04/GB in Q2 2011. 
 

1.3.2  Tape Storage Price Projections (The Clipper Group Study) 
 

The charts below are from a detailed comparative analysis, published by the Clipper Group [5], 
of tape and disk for the total cost of ownership (TCO) in a long term archiving application.  The 
study was done in terms of a direct comparison based on equivalent native capacities, with 
neither deduplication of the disk data nor compression of the tape data taken into account.  As 
displayed in Figure 25, the analysis shows an overall 15X TCO advantage for tape over disk for 
the model assumptions, which were chosen to be as favorable as possible to disk.     
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Figure 25: Comparing 12-Year TCO for Tape to Disk for Long-Term Archived Data [5]. 
 
 
The Clipper Group analysis also considered how the TCO comparison would evolve over time, 
by dividing the 12-year analysis into distinct 3-year cycles, factoring in equipment replacement 
and maintenance costs, and their price changes over time.  Figure 26 shows that the TCO 
advantage of tape is actually projected to increase over the life of a long term archive.  In other 
words, the longer that the data needs to be held, the greater the TCO advantage of tape.  This 
is important, as many customers have requirements to build very long-term archives, much 
longer than the 12-year requirement in this study. 
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Figure 26: The TCO Advantage for Tape Increases with Time for Long-Term Archived Data [5]. 

 
1.3.3  Energy Considerations 
 

The energy consumption of disk and tape differ significantly.  With oil prices at about $100 per 
barrel at the time of this report [35, 36], in addition to recently heightened concerns about the 
future viability of nuclear energy, based on the March 2011 Japan Fukushima incident, energy 
consumption has become a much more important consideration.  In addition, the overall amount 
of energy being consumed has become a significant issue for data centers. 

 
1.3.4  Energy Cost Analysis (INSIC Study) 
 

The disk versus tape cost analysis presented in Figure 23 is based solely on the initial 
acquisition price for a given amount of storage.  It does not take into consideration energy 
consumption. 
 
We have attempted to capture the respective energy costs of tape and disk storage in Figure 
27.  In this example, we are using an energy cost of $0.11/kWh and an annual increase in 
energy cost of 1.16%, extrapolated from the US department of energy’s historical reporting of 
energy costs [37].   Using IDC projected 2011 storage prices, 500 TB of disk and tape storage 
are acquired.  Then, the cost of 5 years of energy consumption is estimated based on the 
energy and cooling needs of a 500 TB, 8 LTO tape drive tape library, and an equivalent capacity 
disk storage array.  Tape storage, for the same amount of data, uses less than one twentieth of 
the energy used by a disk system with the same capacity.  In addition, because many 
companies are attempting to reduce the amount of energy required at their data center 
locations, the absolute amount of energy used is as important as the cost of the energy.  
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Clearly, for the storage of large amounts of less active data, tape will continue to find an 
important role as a very energy efficient storage medium. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 27:  Acquisition and Energy Cost Comparison from INSIC Study [33]. 
 
Note that, while the acquisition price of disk in this example is 17X that of tape, and the 50-year 
energy cost is 25X that of tape, the five-year energy cost alone for disk actually exceeds 
the total (acquisition plus energy) cost for tape.  Thus, even though the energy cost of disk 
is only 8% of the disk acquisition cost, it is so large that by itself it exceeds the entire cost of the 
tape operation! 

 
1.3.5  Energy Cost Analysis (The Clipper Group Study) 
 

When examining tape energy costs, it is logical to compare them to the adjacent tier in the 
storage hierarchy – magnetic disk.  While solid state disk has interesting properties that make it 
ideal for many applications, its cost/PB is much higher than magnetic disk and it is not really an 
alternative to tape for long term information storage. 
 
While the Clipper Group analysis in Figure 25 shows a 15X TCO advantage of tape relative to 
disk for the cost of equipment, media and maintenance, it also shows that the cost of energy 
for disk, over the 12-year cycle considered, is larger than the entire TCO for tape, 
including equipment, media, maintenance, floor space, and energy!  The Clipper Group’s 
analysis shows that on the energy cost alone, disk is nearly 500X more costly than tape.  For 
disk (Figure 28), energy comprises one eighth of the TCO, while for tape (Figure 29), energy is 
a negligible 0.4% of the TCO. 
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The data in Figures 28 and 29 may be combined in a more dramatic and visual direct 
comparison of the energy consumption of the two technologies, as shown in Figure 30. 
 

 
Figure 30: Direct Comparison of 12-year Floorspace and Energy Costs of Disk (red) and Tape (green) 
[Derived from 5]. 
 
1.3.6  Inherent Energy Consumption Advantage of Tape Storage 
 

Magnetic tape data storage is well positioned to be the “technology of choice” for storing large 
amounts of archive data for long periods of time.  A recorded magnetic tape cartridge at rest 
requires no power other than control of the ambient environment.  Disk arrays must be kept 
spinning and consuming power.  Power management techniques for disk storage, such as in the 
technology for a Massive Array of Idle Disks (MAID), have been introduced into the market to 
mitigate the power consumption factor.  MAID systems employ RAID configurations and 
periodic “exercising” of the drives to improve overall long-term reliability.  Nexsan’s AutoMAID 
product, which provides granularity down to a single drive or configurations in RAID sets, offers 
multiple levels of user selectable energy savings [38].  Nexsan claims up to a 53% energy 
savings by intelligent management of the drive idle time.  However, some amount of power is 
still required to periodically test or refresh the disk drives.  Given the Clipper Group analysis 

    

Figure 28: Distribution of 12-Year TCO for 
Disk by Budget Category [Reference 5]. 

Figure 29: Distribution of 12-Year TCO for 
Tape by Budget Category [Reference 5]. 
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showing nearly a 500X difference in energy use between disk and tape, a drop of 53% in disk 
power still represents a tremendous advantage for tape.  
 
More generally, the environmental impact of information technology has received increasing 
attention in recent years.  The impact is felt both through the disposal of old generations of 
technology (in some cases containing toxic materials) and through the large power consumption 
associated with information processing.  Tape technology offers an advantage compared to disk 
in the disposal aspect, because for a given library size, there is a relatively small number of tape 
drives compared to the number of disk drives.  With respect to energy consumption, a Gartner 
study [39] projected that between 2007 and 2012, most U.S. datacenters will spend as much on 
power and cooling as on their IT hardware.  The study further predicted that energy costs for IT 
could double during that period. Another recent study [40] indicates that in a typical data center, 
energy costs are growing by 10-20% per year or more, and power density for most IT 
equipment is growing 20-30% per year.  That same study estimates that 12% of data center 
power is consumed by disk, but only 3% is consumed by tape.  Given the small growth rate of IT 
budgets cited earlier (<2%/year), energy will become a bigger consideration in future storage 
purchases. 

 
1.4  Use Case Examples – Exploiting Tape’s Advantages   
 
In this section, we describe a handful (from among many examples of “use cases”) of 
applications segments where tape storage has been used to great advantage and continues to 
play an important role in customers’ future IT strategies. 

 
1.4.1  Media and Entertainment 
 

The media and entertainment (M&E) industry stores large numbers of images (video or still), 
which are kept for long periods of time.  These images are not modified, although they may be 
accessed to put together a “collage”.  Because many of these images are quite large in size and 
tape provides high data transfer rates, the access time for tape (loading, mounting and 
positioning) does not have an adverse effect on the total time required to restore video images. 
Therefore, tape is the best solution for storing this type of data, both because of its high data 
rate and its low cost per TB. Because of the much smaller file size of still images, it is logical to 
use disk for backup for some limited period of time, during which there is a high probability of 
having to restore those images; however, for long term storage or archiving of still images, tape 
provides much lower cost storage. In addition, companies in this market segment want to 
securely protect their data as the data would typically constitute their corporate intellectual 
assets.  One analyst report [41] comments that “the volume of raw footage that needs to be 
archived for a single project can be massive,” and “the value of the footage is immeasurable – it 
simply cannot be recreated, but it can be leveraged for value time and again.”  The same report 
indicates, “because of the file types used in M&E, end users find that newer disk-based 
solutions with deduplication technology really don’t help them at all – so tape is still a big player 
for them because they can efficiently stream the data.” 
 
The M&E industry currently makes significant use of tape storage, and analyst projections are 
that this use will continue [42].  For creation of professional video content, the new storage 
capacity utilized in 2010 was about 7 EB, and this is forecast to grow to 62 EB of new storage in 
2016 (Figure 31).  Storage media revenue associated with these applications was $441M in 
2010, and that is projected to grow more than three-fold to 760M in 2016 (Figure 32).  The tape 
storage share accounted for about 38% ($168M) of the 2010 storage media revenue, and will 
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grow to over 41% ($315M) in 2016, a nearly two-fold increase.  Note that these figures are only 
for media revenue; hardware and systems revenue is in addition to these amounts.  While data 
storage is used to support the various functions of the M&E enterprise (e.g., creation, 
distribution, archiving), it is the archiving function that requires most of the storage capacity, with 
a 97.2% share in 2009 projected to grow to 97.7% in 2016 (Figure 33). 
 

Figure 31: Storage Capacity Used in the Media & Entertainment Industry [42]. 
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

Digital Half-Inch Cart. Tape Revenue ($M) $68 $130 $150 $181 $215 $261 $303 $310 $314

Digital Camcorder Tape Revenue ($M) $52 $31 $18 $13 $10 $7 $5 $3 $1

Flash Memory Revenue ($M) $17 $22 $23 $24 $28 $33 $37 $44 $49

Optical Disc Revenue ($M) $73 $114 $107 $99 $88 $74 $55 $28 $4

3.5" ATA Drive Revenue ($M) $32 $72 $102 $124 $169 $223 $289 $313 $334

2.5" ATA Drive Revenue ($M) $6 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5 $5

SCSI/FC Drive Revenue ($M) $26 $26 $36 $40 $43 $47 $51 $53 $53
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Figure 32: Storage Media Revenue Associated with Media & Entertainment [42]. 

 

Figure 33: Share of Media & Entertainment Storage Capacity Used for the Various Functions [42]. 
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1.4.2  Disaster Recovery 
 

Customers are concerned about disaster recovery.  With access to their information now 
becoming a 24 x 7 requirement, a major goal is to reduce the recovery time for mission critical 
applications.  Replication has become the touted way to accomplish this, as a secondary site 
can have a copy of the production data.  However, because replication makes changes to 
secondary storage to keep it synchronized with primary storage, corruption in the primary 
storage will be replicated to the DR site.  Performing an application-consistent backup to tape, 
encrypting that backup to make the data secure (alleviating any concern about confidential data 
or IP being lost or stolen) and sending the tape media to the DR site is a way to guarantee the 
data can be restored.  For data that is not mission critical, using tape instead of replication 
provides a lower cost solution, although restoring from tape does take longer than having a disk 
copy of live production data at a DR site. 
  
A recent example of disaster recovery using tape, that was highly publicized, involved Google’s 
February 2011 experience where a software bug infected several disk-based copies of the 
company’s gmail database [43, 44].  Google explained to its gmail users, "To protect your 
information from these unusual bugs, we also back it up to tape.  Since the tapes are offline, 
they’re protected from such software bugs.” 
 
In a further comment, storage industry analyst Chris Mellor wrote [24], “Offline but ready to use 
in massive tape libraries, tape is the ultimate backstop.  It is the data centre's lifebelt and 
lifeboat.  Without it, when the data loss/data corruption storm strikes, you are sunk.  It's that 
simple.” 
 

1.4.3  Cloud Storage 
 

Companies are seeking to reduce their operational costs, capital costs and power and cooling 
costs.  Many companies now have “green” initiatives, and are looking to save energy by off-
loading their backup operations.  Cloud storage vendors are offering to step in and provide that 
service.  
 
Cloud vendors provide a service to their customers.  Providing different service level 
agreements (SLAs) for the recovery time of the backups allows them to allocate specific types 
of media for a specific SLA.  If data consists of small files, storing that data on disk will allow 
faster retrieval.  However, for large files or files that have been stored for longer than 30 days 
and are unlikely to be accessed, using tape to store that data can provide a cloud vendor’s 
customer with a lower cost SLA and/or provide the cloud vendor with better profit margins. 
 
Tape also provides encryption, which most customers will require in order for them to feel 
comfortable that their data is secure in the cloud. 
 
Although some customers are potentially interested in using the cloud for primary storage, 
today’s performance is not yet acceptable; however, a number of companies are working on 
solutions to remedy that issue.  If primary data is kept in the cloud, if it needs to be backed up 
and, depending on the data volume and how dynamically the data is changing, tape may be the 
most cost effective way to do that.  
 
Tape could also potentially be used as a long-term data archive (for storing primary data that 
requires preservation) in the cloud, as it is much less expensive to purchase and operate than 
disk.  The allocation of primary data to disk or to tape could be done based on how long the 
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data has been stored without update and the elapsed time since the most recent access to that 
data.  
 
Overall, cloud storage is expected to grow rapidly in the next few years, and estimates are that 
about 50% of cloud data will reside on tape [8].  Figure 34 shows the expectation of cloud 
storage services revenue growth in several categories, based on an IDC forecast [45].   
Advanced service segments where tape is expected to play a significant role, such as archiving 
and continuity, are still small but are projected to show sizable annual growth of 33.1% and 
29.4%, respectively. 

Figure 34:  Worldwide Cloud Storage Services Revenue [IDC, 45]. 

 
1.4.4  Regulatory Compliance 
 

As mentioned in the opening paragraph of the Overview section, approximately 20% - 25% of all 
business data created must be retained to meet compliance requirements for a specified and 
often lengthy period.  Compliance related data has been growing by about 60% per year, and 
has an obvious impact on storage requirements for the affected organizations [46].  To retain 
such data safely for periods as long as decades and retrieve it reliably when needed, tape 
clearly offers the best and lowest cost solution.  Figure 35 provides a graphical summary of a 
number of compliance records categories, including the applicable regulations and the 
associated minimum retention periods. 
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Figure 35:  Examples of Compliance Related Data Categories (including the associated regulations and 
minimum records retention periods) [46]. 

 
1.4.5  Healthcare 
 

Healthcare is an industry segment that includes not only the need for compliance driven long-
term records retention, but also the evolving motivation to make much greater use of information 
technology to improve patient care outcomes.  The presently used terminology for describing 
the use of digital information systems in healthcare is “Electronic Healthcare Records” or EHR.  
EHR use can be broken into two areas.  One involves management of administrative medical 
records (e.g., for appointments, billing, and insurance) and the other involves management of 
the patients’ actual health records, which can comprise a combination of numerous small files 
(e.g., reports of laboratory blood or urine tests, physician’s notes from the patient visit) and 
larger files from image-based diagnostic tests (e.g., X-rays, CT-scans and ultrasound).  
Historically, the use of computers in healthcare started with the administrative functions, and 
more recently it has been evolving into the health records applications, in part stimulated by 
government imposed mandates and incentives, as well as penalties for not adopting EHR 
usage. 
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A portion of EHR typically consists of small documents that are accessed by one physician at a 
patient’s follow-up appointment or another physician who is also seeing this patient and wants 
information on that patient from within the last couple of weeks to one year.  These documents 
don’t change, but new documents are added pertaining to the patient when additional visits are 
made to the same doctor or a new doctor.  The storage capacity required for an individual is not 
large, so small medical offices and clinics are likely to use disk for their onsite backup storage.  
Large institutions, such as hospitals or healthcare systems, however, will likely have enough 
patients that storing this data on tape, especially due to the lower cost per TB and reduced 
electrical costs (for power and cooling) is the wisest choice.  This data is accessed infrequently 
and is required by regulations to be retained from a few years to decades or even longer (see 
Figure 35).  
 
A great deal of modern medical technology involves capturing of various types of image data.  
Most medical images are now being generated and stored as digital information.  Medical 
images come from a broad spectrum of imaging sources such as computed axial tomography 
(CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), digital mammography and positron emission 
tomography (PET); these procedures can generate a staggering amount of image data and 
important medical information.  Depending on the type of study, images for a single patient can 
number from a few to as many as 500 to 1000 or more.  For example, a single study of 30 CT 
scan 512 x 512 x 16 bit images can total approximately 15 megabytes [47].  And for a digital 
mammography a study of four 4K x 6K x 12 bit images, the amount of data grows to about 200 
megabytes per examination.  For a clinical center, it is estimated that approximately 8 million 
individual image slices are generated per year, which equates to four terabytes of image data, 
assuming a typical individual image size is 0.5 megabytes [48].  
 
Most of this image data is likely to be accessed by the physician requesting the images within 
the first few months after they’re taken, either as an initial viewing or as a comparison to a 
newer image.  These image files do not change; new image files are just added to a person’s 
existing file.  Because this data is accessed relatively infrequently, putting it on tape can 
dramatically reduce storage costs and power requirements.  Because such data is also 
considered confidential, being able to encrypt the data is another benefit of using tape.   
Because the data has important information about the patient, it needs to be kept for the 
patient’s life.  Some countries have laws that require long-term retention, for example, HIPAA 
(the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) in the U.S. requires retention until 2 
years after the patient’s death. 
 
The healthcare industry has been shifting its focus toward increased use of EHRs to improve 
the quality of patient care and the success rate of treatments.  A recent survey [49] indicates 
that these aspects are now considered by the medical community to be the highest priority 
motivators for adopting EHR (Figure 36).  Despite that, the adoption of EHR use is still at a very 
early stage in most segments of medical practice, and will likely experience significant rapid 
growth in the next few years (Figure 37).  An interesting and expert commentary on the outlook 
for adoption of EHR has recently been published [50].  This commentary predicts that “the next 
five years will see an unprecedented acceleration of electronic medicine in the U.S.”  It also 
predicts that electronic medicine will be heavily dependent on cloud storage and services.  This 
is consistent with the information presented in the IDC forecast of cloud storage services [45].  
In their discussion of trends relevant to cloud services, IDC points out that healthcare providers, 
specifically smaller regional facilities, clinics, and physician offices, comprise a major growth 
segment, and that cloud services are starting to be offered for archiving of medical images. 
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Figure 36: Expected Impacts of Use of Electronic Health Records in patient care [49] 
 

 
Figure 37: Status of Electronic Health Record Implementation [49]. 
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1.4.6  Criminal Justice / Judicial System 
 

There is a great deal of video or still image data, which is being obtained by government 
agencies such as police departments.  This includes video footage from their police cars and 
traffic cameras.  In addition, many stores and buildings are now generating surveillance videos 
for security.  Any of these videos may be used in a court of law.  At the present time, courts do 
not allow any data that has been modified from its original form with an unproven / untrusted 
technology, such as deduplication, which basically pieces back together the original image 
(commonly referred to as rehydration) to be used in a court of law.  The courts do not yet trust 
that the data cannot be or has not been manipulated by the rehydration process.  Although this 
may change in the future, the use of disk for storage is too expensive for these agencies to 
consider using disk for long-term storage, because they retain these images for many years.  
The storage capacity of tape media and the ability to encrypt confidential data make tape the 
best option for backing up and/or archiving this type of data for these agencies.  The amount of 
data accumulated by a single police department can be sizable.  For example, the Phoenix, 
Arizona police department reports that they have 20 TB of data and the amount is growing at 
30% per year [51].  

 
1.5  Optimizing the Utilization of Tape 
  
Tape is resurging in importance in data protection due to a convergence of factors that include 
insatiable power consumption [52] by disk, continuing and significant growth [53] in digital data, 
and the increasing importance of long-term retention [54] to meet regulatory requirements and 
organizational goals.  Tape addresses these issues in ways that disk cannot. 
 
At the same time, disk has made marked inroads into what used to be considered tape’s 
historical primary role – that of data backup, illustrated in Figure 38 on the evolving role of tape 
[55]. 

 

Figure 38: The Roles of Disk and Tape in Today’s Typical Data Center [55]. 
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Disk provides features that tape cannot match and that have moved disk into an active role in 
data backup. Disk’s key advantage is the combination of simplicity and speed of data retrieval 
from disk.  These advantages have been loudly proclaimed, overwhelming the quieter but 
equally significant advancements in tape technology and tape’s expanding role in data 
protection as an accompaniment to and in some case rival of disk in other areas, such as 
archiving.  
 
An overview of tape’s use in data storage is described in Table 3, showing the breadth of tape’s 
roles in contemporary data centers. 
 
Table 3: Tape Use in Contemporary Data Storage. 
 

  Backup  Archive Regulatory 
Compliance 

Disaster Recovery 

Why Protection—data is 
copied so the data 
can be found if  a 
subset of the data is 
lost; secondary 
data copies 

Data moved from 
primary disk to 
another medium for 
longer term storage; 
primary data copy 

Preserve data for 
duration defined 
by regulation: data 
copies 

Storing securely for 
recovery in case of data loss 
on large scale; data copies 
often off-site 

Restore 
Requirements 
  

Specific data needs 
to be readily 
retrieved; minimal 
latency 

Data must be readily 
available so it is kept 
in the library; small 
latency is tolerated; 
retrieving data from 
an archived tape 
typically [56] 
requires less than 
two minutes. 

Some latency is  
acceptable; it must 
be retrieved within 
period defined for 
e-discovery   

Must be accessible and  
restore a lot of data quickly 
(streaming is an advantage 
of tape); requires a plan that 
supports retrieving  tapes 
from a remote site and 
restoring them  

Duration Shorter term of one 
week to less than a 
year; after that, 
move to archive 

Long-term, with 
retention spans 
exceeding a year 

Per regulatory 
requirements; 
optionally destroy  
following these 
periods (encrypted 
data on tape easily 
destroyed) 

As appropriate for site 

Media cycling Tapes re-used and 
data overwritten 

Stored, not 
overwritten 

Not overwritten As appropriate for site; may 
put data off-site for period, 
then back for re-use 

Accessibility Data accessed 
through proprietary 
backup software; 
difficult to search, 
many versions / 
copies 

Data accessed 
through file system 
interface; easy to 
search 

Application or file 
system based; easy 
to search 

Data accessed through 
software, streaming from 
tape. Restore more 
important than search 
capabilities 

Example “To protect your 
information from 
these unusual bugs, 
we also back it up 
to tape. Since the 
tapes are offline, 
they’re protected 
from such software 
bugs.” [42] 

HPC sites use tape 
for petascale data 
storage [57]. 

Storing large 
archives [58]. 

Case study from Hurricane 
Katrina [59]. 
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1.5.1  Appropriate Systems Capabilities Can Optimize the Use of Tape 
 

The key to implementing tape wisely is to optimize 
the full range of systems used for data protection 
tasks. In this context, the term system is defined 
as any data protection environment that includes 
disk, tape, network/wan/protocols/operating 
systems, and applications that support data 
protection.  An important dimension of this 
optimization may involve “tiered storage.”  Tiered 
storage sets up a system that matches the value of 
data to a storage medium, where value is based 
on the attributes of the data.  Value may relate to 
frequency of use, necessity to business continuity, 
and/or its date of creation where newly created 
data is retrieved more frequently than older data.   
In short, tiered storage uses the optimal storage 
technology for each kind of data.  This is much more efficient than “one size fits all.”   The key to 
tiered storage is the software that handles the placement and migration of the data across the 
tiers. 
 

Typically, high-value data is stored on the most 
expensive media, including Fibre Channel, SAS, and 
solid state disk.  This tiering lets administrators store 
on disk data requiring the most immediate 
accessibility, which includes newly created and 
heavily accessed data.  Solid state disk, sometimes 
referred to as tier zero, is typically the fastest and 

most expensive.  Secondary disk is typically SATA – a more affordable, if less reliable [60], 
technology.  Automated tape libraries offer the most reliable tier – much more reliable than 
SATA disk by at least two orders of magnitude – and cost-effective [40, and see also pages 24-
33 of this document] storage for data that can tolerate slower access times of a few minutes.  
Tiered storage systems are typically set up using some variation of disk-to-disk-to-tape (d2d2t).  
This lets administrators take advantage of the strengths of each media type.  
  

1.5.2  Intelligent Handling of I/O Operations 
 

To make the best use of the available media, systems operators must take advantage of each 
media type’s key characteristics that include speed, longevity, portability, rapid access of files, 
and more. The following summarizes some key points: 
 

• Tape with automation is appropriate for rapid backup and restore of large quantities of 
data (streaming).  This type of storage is also most affordable, green and portable. 
Some latency in retrieval is inherent and must be tolerable for the application 
environment.  Tape is highly reliable and the largest tape cartridge currently available 
provides higher capacities per unit than the largest currently available SATA disk platter.   
Tape cartridges are reliable for 30+ years of data.  Tape libraries provide data integrity 
verification features, ensuring tape usability long-term. 
 

Tiered storage 
• defines the hierarchy in the 

system 
• implies use of disk and tape 
• use more expensive storage 

for new, high value, and 
often-accessed data 

• use less expensive storage 
for seldom-accessed data 
and older data 

“At NERSC, there is over 13 PB of data on 
tape: 30-40% of its tape activity is reads, it 
has a measured and proven reliability of 
99.945%, and its $/GB cost is around 5% of 
that of its disk storage.” 

Mark Peters, Analyst, ESG 
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• Disk provides convenient data access through a file system interface with no third-party 
application required to access the medium and restore the data. For data that is critically 
important, frequently accessed, or that is newly created, disk is ideal, including:  
 

o Primary disk, which is typically Fibre Channel, SAS, and/or solid state disk.  
Primary disk storage provides extremely rapid access to files.  
 

o Secondary disk is typically used after data is moved from primary disk and prior 
to or simultaneous with movement of the data to tape. 

 
However, over a three month period, 90% of data [61] created is never accessed even once. 
The likelihood of the data being re-used after that period is minimal, making tape the logical 
candidate to store it.  Retaining data for a relatively short period on second tier disk greatly 
relieves immediate administrative problems with data retrieval.  Timely migration to tape frees 
expensive disk storage for newly created/critical data.  By storing data on disk for a few months, 
for example, backup operations are greatly simplified, so that data can be stored to tape in 
weekly full backups or some similarly abbreviated schedule rather than running daily backups. 
 
Disk has some drawbacks, a few of which are often completely overlooked.  The first two 
drawbacks are proven and even widely acknowledged: disk is much more expensive than tape 
(see the section entitled “Tape’s Cost and Energy Consumption Advantages for Long-Term 
Data Retention” on pages 24-33 of this document), and it requires constant power, adding 
ongoing operational expenses to disk’s high acquisition cost.  Note that acquisition cost includes 
the entire disk system of platters, controllers, and more.  
 
Less widely understood are the following, which in some cases completely contradict 
conventional wisdom:  
 

• SATA disk, the typical tier two used in place of 
tape, has a shorter lifespan than automated tape 
libraries and tape media.  Jason Hick, Storage 
Systems Group Lead at NERSC, views “tape 
drives and libraries [as] an investment rather 
than a cost, especially with the libraries and 
drives typically lasting as long as vendors 
support them (20 years and 10 years, 
respectively)” [56].   On the other hand, primary and secondary disk has a nominal 5-
year lifespan. Some even suggest 3 years [62] as the recommended maximum usage 
before disks are replaced.  
 

• SATA disk is much less reliable than tape media – with data integrity reliability 100 to 
10,000 times less than tape [23]. 

 

• SATA disk has a transfer rate that is slower than modern tape drives.  Solid state disk is 
extremely fast; however, SATA is not, which contributes to its affordability.  Compared to 
tape, all disk types can more quickly retrieve individual files, due to disk’s ability to 
provide random data access.  However, when comparing throughput drive to drive, tape 
drives are simply faster than SATA drives.  One of the fastest hard drives touted in a 
recent benchmark study was a SATA [63] drive with throughput of 157 MB/s [64].  This 
throughput is significantly slower than tape, with the newly released T10000C drive at 
240 MB/s [65] uncompressed, and the TS1140 [66] at 250 MB/s uncompressed data 
throughput.  However, disk systems are often configured in RAID arrays with parallel 
data transfers to increase their overall throughput. 

Given each medium’s bit error rate, 
“…you are 100 times more likely to have 
bad data on disk than you are on an LTO-
5 tape drive, and 10,000 times more 
likely than if the data is stored on a 
T1000C or TS1130 drive!” 

Curtis Preston, Analyst
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Disk Tape

Advantages: 
• Rapid access of single file or small files 

through random access 
• Aggregates multiple streams of data 

(useful for data that has slow transfer 
rate when moving across  hardware) 

• De-duplicate data to achieve high 
compression ratios and enable remote 
replication 

Advantages
• Store and restore large quantities of 

data rapidly through high transfer rate 
• Lowest cost per GB of data stored, and 

lowest energy use 
• Data on tape has a life span of up to 

and beyond 30 years along with longer 
hardware lifespan and significantly 
higher reliability than SATA disk 

Disadvantages: 
• More expensive per GB of data than 

tape 
• Requires constant supply of energy 
• Speed, given that each tape drive is 

faster than each SATA disk drive 
• Shorter lifespan (typically 3-5 years) 
• Lower reliability 

Disadvantages
• Latency, i.e., longer time to access a 

single file, or small files located across 
a large tape; note that for tape 
cartridges that are stored in a library 
(i.e., not off-site), average file access 
time is under two minutes 

• Operates best at higher rates of data 
transfer 

• Limited set of applications that write 
data to tape in file system format; 
typically data retrieved from tape 
must use an intermediate application 

• Perception that tape is hard to work 
with and fails, which is no longer true 
of contemporary tape technology 

Appropriate use 
• Very active, newly created data and 

frequently accessed data 
• Stream aggregate data to tape drives 

at a faster rate 
• Remove redundancy among many 

copies of active data, reducing disk 
use. Single copy remotely replicated 
using much less bandwidth than 
duplicated copies require 

Appropriate use
• Storing and restoring large files or 

large quantities of streaming data 
• Less heavily accessed data 
• Data that must be retained for some 

period of time and that must maintain 
integrity over that period 

Table 4 summarizes advantages, appropriate use, and disadvantages of both disk and tape. 
The points made in Table 4 are substantiated throughout this document. 
 

 
Table 4: Distinguishing Characteristics between Disk and Tape. 
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1.5.3  File Access Capability – the “Active Archive” 
 

As we look to the future for managing data that needs to be retained for a long time, we expect 
both disk and tape to be incorporated into integrated solutions: 
 
Disk: The interface typically used to access data stored on disk is a file-system-directory.  The 
advantage to this structure is that the data can be stored and retrieved through a standard 
directory /file system interface that users are typically familiar with. 
 
Tape: Currently, data is typically written to tape using a proprietary format specific to a backup 
or other software application.  Increasingly, however, options have become available that let 
users access data on tape just as they access data on disk – through a file system format.  This 
makes the tape medium much more widely useful, and specifically makes tape the candidate for 
active archive, where data on tape is stored as the primary copy.  This is also gaining in appeal 
given that the time to access a file on a tape already in the library takes only minutes – typically 
under 2 minutes.  Some users with large quantities of data, such as high performance 
computing sites, have used tape in this way for years [67] – putting a relatively natural interface 
such as a file system structure on tape, then writing data to tape using that model. 
 
With the massive and steady growth of data, organizations of all sizes are now interested in this 
technology.  The 2010 release of Linear Tape File System (LTFS) in LTO tape drives opened 
the door to permitting this use for all tape users.  The LTFS [68] system relies on the tape 
partitioning feature, so that one partition contains the metadata of the file system structure, and 
the second partition stores the data.  With LTFS, users see the data on the tape in the same 
way that they can see data on a disk.  It has been proposed that this method, of using tape to 
store and retrieve primary data, be denoted as “active archive,” and its configuration is 
illustrated in Figure 39 [69].  
 

1.5.4  Managed Planning of Data Migration 
 

All forms of technology require constant migration to the newest versions of hardware, operating 
systems, and applications.  Migration is expensive and time-consuming for any technology, but 
just as other data center hardware and software must be kept up-to-date, so must tape and tape 
technologies. 
 
Tape has consistently maintained backward read compatibility – for example, every LTO drive 
generation supports reading tapes made with drives two generations [69] earlier, maintaining 
compatibility with tapes that are easily six years old and older, depending on the release of the 
generation and the length of use of each drive generation. 
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Figure 39: The Roles of Disk and Tape in Future Data Centers [69]. 
 
 
Moving forward, the tape industry must continue to support reading data written with older 
generations of drives.  The tape industry must also simplify the data migration process to new 
generations of technology to enable users to retain access to legacy data while taking 
advantage of higher capacity media, increased drive performance, and lower cost per gigabyte.  
Media migration should be part of a broader, well-formulated data center upgrade strategy 
involving the entire data center infrastructure, which includes hardware, operating systems, 
software, and peripherals.  
 
Recommendation: 
  

• Establish continuous or planned intermittent data migration as best practices; this is 
similar to the usual practices of keeping operating systems and applications up-to-date 
across an IT infrastructure 
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1.6  Tape’s Competition 
 
Although tape’s primary application over many decades has been for backup and recovery, tape 
has also been used as the de facto method for long-term preservation of large amounts of 
information.  As described in this report, hard disk technology has evolved to address many 
short-term backup and recovery applications, and tape’s primary role has been shifting towards 
long-term preservation and retrieval of information, particularly in the enterprise environment.   
Other than tape, the technologies that have sought to meet the requirements for long-term data 
preservation are hard disk and optical disk. 

 
1.6.1  Hard Disk 
 

Hard disk storage systems are offered in three categories that might address the data 
preservation applications: RAID arrays, MAID configurations, and removable disk cartridges. 
 
For long-term data preservation, several recent studies have clearly concluded that traditional 
hard disk storage in RAID array systems is more expensive than tape by a large factor, both in 
the cost of initial equipment, and also in the total cost of ownership (TCO) over many years.  For 
example, a study by the Clipper Group, which intentionally made assumptions favorable to disk, 
calculated that the TCO of systems with a capacity growth to 87 PB over a 12-year period would 
be 15 times higher for disk than for tape [5].  Another study specific to the Media and 
Entertainment industry [70] concluded that the cost of archiving 1 PB for 20 years is more than 
three times greater with disk than with tape.  A third study of a large scientific data archiving 
application, which has 13 PB of data growing by 60% annually, calculated that the cost/GB of 
tape is 20 times lower than for a comparable disk system [56].  Another analysis for an 
application with a more modest capacity of 20 TB indicated that acquisition costs were 4-8 times 
higher for a disk system than a comparable tape library [23].  In addition to these cost 
advantages of tape, tape offers data reliability advantages over disk in providing one to two 
orders of lower hard error rate, as well as the preservation and disaster recovery advantages of 
volume portability that facilitates keeping a copy of the data in a second location. 
 
Looking to the future, it appears that, at least for the next decade, tape has the potential to 
continue to advance its technology at least as fast as disk.  One traditional technology metric is 
the maximum areal density of stored information, and this is a metric that strongly influences the 
cost per GB of the technology.  In the past several years, the annual areal density progress of 
hard disk technology has slowed to somewhat less than its recent historical rate of 35%, as can 
be seen in Figure 40 [71].  It can also be noted in Figure 40 that published disk density 
demonstrations are only about 34% (that is, a factor of 1.34X) ahead of the current product 
densities, which has occurred because disk technology is rapidly approaching some difficult 
fundamental technical issues that require significant new technology introductions.  In contrast, 
recently published tape technology demonstrations are a factor of 9X to 14X ahead of the latest 
tape products.  Tape technology is still far away from any fundamental limitations, and there 
appears to be significant opportunity for improvement, as detailed in the technology sections of 
this roadmap report.  It therefore may be concluded that it is likely for tape to retain its cost 
advantage over hard disk, or perhaps to even improve that advantage over the coming decade. 
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Figure 40: Areal Density of Hard Disk and Tape Laboratory Demonstrations and Products [71].  
 

 
Several companies offer special configurations of hard disk array systems that target long-term 
archive applications [72, 73].  These systems, sometimes known by the acronym MAID, coined 
to mean “massive arrays of idle disks,” use the least expensive disk drives and power them 
down to save energy.  This approach would, in principle, provide some cost advantages relative 
to traditional disk arrays (particularly in decreased energy usage), but such systems are 
expected to still be more costly than tape.  MAID-type systems have not gained much traction in 
the marketplace, and their momentum appears to have diminished over the past several years. 
 
Removable disk cartridge technology has been gaining some presence, especially for data 
protection in the small and medium business environments.  These products, the most 
successful of which are generically categorized as RDX® technology, directly address the 
archive market that tape seeks to address, and offer a combination of some of the advantages 
of disk (rapid access to individual files) and tape (removability).  The RDX technology involves a 
repackaging of 2.5-inch hard disk drives manufactured for mobile laptop products, and as such 
can easily ride on the coattails of future progress in mainstream hard disk technology.  Cartridge 
capacities are offered from 40 GB to 1 TB.  RDX-type products are offered by many well-
established suppliers, including Dell, Fujitsu, Hitachi Maxell, HP, IBM, Imation, NEC, ProStor 
Systems, Quantum, and Tandberg Data.  Combined, the technology has reached shipments of 
over one million cartridges, totaling 200 PB of capacity, to 250,000 customers worldwide [74].   
Recent products are reaching capacities that overlap tape library offerings.  For example, 
ProStor offers a product with up to 100 cartridges for a total online accessible capacity of up to 
120 TB [75].   
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1.6.2  Optical Disk 
 

Optical disk technology has a history, dating back to the 1970’s, of being used in the business 
environment for long-term retention of data, especially for document images.  The technology 
started with business-oriented products based on either magneto-optical or phase-change 
recording mechanisms.  Since the 1990’s, those purpose-built business systems have waned 
and optical data storage has largely been based on consumer-derived technologies, in the form 
of CD, DVD and, most recently, Blu-ray, which have been adopted for data storage.  The 
technology offers excellent compatibility between generations, but that compatibility comes at 
the cost of very slow introduction of new technology generations, typically only at intervals of 5-
10 years.  The current technology is far behind both disk and tape in both the capacity and 
transfer rate metrics, with the most advanced version, called BDXL, offering 128 GB on a disk 
and up to 18 MB/sec, respectively [76].   One company offers an archival library product based 
on BDXL media, with up to 690 pieces of media with a total capacity up to 69 TB [77].   
However, there appears to be very little “market pull” to enhance optical storage technology 
beyond Blu-ray, so it is questionable whether new products will be developed with advances in 
storage density or data rates.  Product developments based on the most advanced form of 
optical storage, based on holographic technology that promised higher capacities and higher 
data rates, are apparently no longer being pursued. 
 
There have been some recent archival storage system offerings comprising a hybrid approach 
of combining a high-performance disk-array-based front end with a library of removable 
consumer-based optical disk media for long-term data retention [78].  These products ultimately 
suffer from the above-described limitations of optical disk, and are not expected to be significant 
competition for tape products. 

 
1.7  Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
A dominant influence on the future environment for tape storage is the accelerating growth of 
data that individuals and organizations are generating, much of which they want or need to 
retain.  The requirement to preserve such data carries with it the need for the availability of 
storage technologies with ever improving density and increased capacity.  Estimates are that 
the available worldwide capacity for archival storage of digital data will exceed ten zettabytes (1 
zettabyte = 1021 bytes) in the next few years, and that this will fall short of the capacity needed 
to provide storage for the information created.  Therefore, the need to increase available 
storage capacity will remain with us for the foreseeable future.  On a somewhat finer scale, the 
specifications needed for this increased storage come with a variety of flavors, depending on 
what particular attributes must be optimized in a given environment, e.g., cost, performance, 
data reliability, data security, regulatory compliance, disaster recovery, etc. 
 
The use of tape technology to store data has recently been undergoing a transition.  Historically, 
one of the most significant uses of tape has been to support the backup and restore functions, 
i.e., to ensure that system hardware or software problems do not lead to a loss of important 
data.  Over the past several years, it has become recognized that much of the data collected for 
the backup and restore functions is needed only for short-term retention, and also that the ability 
to search for and rapidly restore small chunks of data is a valuable attribute.  These aspects 
have made it attractive to adopt disk-based solutions for backup and restore, and their use for 
this purpose has been increasing, while the use of tape for backup and restore has diminished.  
However, many users employ both disk and tape in a tiered solution, whereby most restores 
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come back from disk for performance reasons, but tape provides the safety net in case 
something goes wrong in the disk-based backup solution. 
 
During this same recent period, it has also become recognized that a very important application 
of storage is for long-term preservation (or archiving) of data.  Concomitantly, there has been a 
growing understanding that the backup and the archive functions are quite distinct from each 
other, and they impose different requirements on their associated storage devices.  It is 
especially in the archival context that the use of tape has remained strong and is projected to 
grow significantly.  Tape has a number of attributes which favor it over disk for long-term 
archival use, including its considerably lower cost (both acquisition and operating costs) and its 
higher data reliability.  An important contributing factor to tape’s lower cost is its much smaller 
use of energy compared to disk.  Energy saving in the data center environment has taken on an 
importance of its own, beyond strictly cost implications, because data centers are concerned 
about the availability of sufficient power for their future operations. 
 
For the above reasons, the use of tape continues to be an important element in most enterprise 
IT operations, and the decline in tape’s use has been less than was anticipated in INSIC’s 
previous tape roadmap.  The most common approach for enterprise storage today is not to 
deliberate whether to use disk or tape, but instead to use both disk and tape in an integrated 
approach to data protection, taking best advantage of what each storage technology offers.  The 
trend towards increased use of tiered storage is a development that enables this approach, as is 
the emergence of purpose-built appliances to serve as intelligent front-end systems to manage 
archival data.  There are a number of industry segments where archival storage on tape has 
become a strategic part of the operation, and several examples of these are detailed in this 
report. 
 
A further ongoing development in the IT environment is the growth of public cloud storage, 
which is predicted to accelerate in the next few years.  Cloud storage services are offered with a 
variety of business models and pricing schemes.  Many of these services are highly cost 
sensitive and/or critically dependent on maintaining security and integrity of the stored data.  
Tape’s attributes (low cost, high data reliability, encryption) make it ideal for its use (behind the 
scenes) in cloud storage offerings, and it is anticipated that such applications for tape will grow 
with cloud storage business growth. 
 
We expect that tape will continue to play a strong role in future data storage environments; 
however, that will require ongoing attention to advancing tape technology and its ease of use.  
First and foremost, the research and development to support aggressive tape density and 
capacity advances must continue, in order for tape to maintain its significant cost advantage 
over disk.  To support increased use of tape for archival storage, advances in tape data 
organization and associated supporting software, that enable easy access to specific data 
records in the archive, should continue to be developed.  It would further help the adoption of 
tape for archive if non-proprietary standardized data formats are agreed on and implemented by 
both application and device vendors.  Providing tape customers with a systematic and facile 
approach to migrate their data to new generations of hardware would also benefit the industry, 
as would the development of tape drive and media products that extend backward compatibility 
to three generations, or close to a decade.  Finally, although the outlook for tape presented here 
is very positive, it can be even more so if the industry undertakes an effort to better educate 
customers and better publicize the inherent and significant advantages of tape storage. 
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